SSgt Maurice R Jones
Tail Gunner, 64th Squadron
The first image is a copy of a newspaper article that ran in Maurice R Jones’
hometown paper (Greenville, PA) sometime in early 1943, as best it can be
determined. The photo is of the B‐17 crew that SSgt Jones was attached to as a
tail gunner. Unfortunately, we are not sure if this crew photo was taken at the
end of the crew’s assignment with the 31st Bomb Squadron or when they were
assigned a new B‐17 to take to Australia, and were then transferred to the 43rd
Bomb Group. SSgt Jones is on the back row, 2nd from the right.
The second image is a photo of the plane crew with a B‐24. M R Jones recollects
that the photo of the B 24 crew and aircraft “Tail Skid Tolly” was probably taken in
late 1942 or early 1943, when the crew was assigned to the 43rd Bomb Group in
Australia. The plane was named by the pilot and crew because the plane had a
predilection to hit the tail on the runway before the main gear (wheels/tires) hit
the runway. Not sure when the plane was originally named. Research about this
plane found a photo of the plane showing the drawing above the name, a mule
dragging its rear end!
M R further recollects that the man on the back row furthest to the left as you
look at the photo was the pilot, Harold M. Brecht, from Greenville, PA. M R clearly
remembers Brecht, as he was from M R’s home town. The man next to him was
likely the co‐pilot, and the third man was likely the navigator, but M R does not
recollect their names. On the front row, the man furthest to the right as you look
at the photo, is M R. M R believes that the man second furthest to the left is
Wilbert Norman (“Wib”). No clear memory of the names of the other crew
members.
The last image is a picture of Tail Skid Tolly taken from an on‐line website.
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